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how can we adapt heritage education?
to adress the growing impact of climate change?

to adress the need for climate adaptation?
to be more inclusive of diverse knowledge areas?

of disciplines?
of onthologies?

of voices?
of priorities?
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30th of November | 14:00 - 17:00 | Trappenzaal, Vertigo, Eindhoven University of Technology

The role that cultural heritage plays for sustainable 
climate adaptation and mitigation is being increasingly 
recognized in research and policy-making. Yet, its integration 
into education has received limited attention. It is challenging 
to accommodate teaching and learning activities that are 
multi- and transdisciplinary, inclusive and holistic in approach 
in traditional higher education models. It is essential to 
strengthen synergies between heritage and climate science, and 
to advance their mutual roles in education for climate action.

In this session, we aim to bring together educators from 
multiple scientific areas, together with the arts and humanities, to 
exchange knowledge, experiences and practices that incorporate 
heritage and climate change into teaching and learning. This 
session will be in the format of a roundtable discussion in which 
the invited speakers will address diverse knowledge areas, skills, 
collaboration and partnerships, as well as innovative pedagogical 
approaches, methods and tools in teaching and learning.

This event is organized as a Multiplier Event of the 
e-CREHA (education for Climate Resilient European Heritage and 
Architecture) Erasmus+ KA2 project funded by the Erasmus+ 
Programme of the European Commission. For more information 
on the project, please visit the project website: www.ecreha.org. 



program
14:00-14:10 Welcome & Introduction
14:10-14:30 Presentation of the e-CREHA teaching and learning outputs
  Speakers: Lazaros Mavromatidis - INSA Strasbourg
   Rossella Nocera & Luciano Debonis - University of Molise
   Boyan Bontchev - Sofia University
   Pelin Gurol Ongoren - TOBB ETÜ
14:30-15:30 Presentations by Invited Speakers
  Speakers: Gertjan Plets - Utrecht University
   Linde Egberts - University of Amsterdam
   Carola Hein - Delft University of Technology
   Marian Stuiver - Wageningen University & Research
   Gul Akturk - Leiden University
   Menno Welling & Jonathan Even-Zohar - Reinwardt Academy
15:30-16:15 Moderated discussion and Q&A
16:15-16:20 Wrap-up
16:20-17:00 Drinks & Bites
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